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competitive cost over the ICEV rivals.[!] 
In their e"orts to reach price parity with 
ICEVs, EV manufacturers have sought to 
considerably improve the cathode mate-
rials, which is the most expensive compo-
nent in LIBs. High-nickel layered oxides 
(Ni ! #$%), such as LiNixMnyCo%"x"yO! 
(NMC) and LiNixCoyAl%"x"yO! (NCA), are 
definitely at the forefront among various 
cathode material contenders due to their 
higher energy density and lower cost.[&]

The high-Ni layered oxides, however, 
are yet to achieve long-term cycling and 
thermal stability due to two inherent 
issues owing to the chemical instability 
of Ni&+. One of the undesirable issues is 
the phase transition from layered to NiO-
like rock-salt structure that takes place 
on the surface of the cathode due to the 
formation of Ni!+ with increasing Ni con-
tent in the layered oxide. Synthesis at 
high temperature,['] storage in air,[(] and 

repeated electrochemical cycling[)] of high-Ni cathode materials 
cause a layered-to-rock-salt phase transition, inhibiting lithium-
ion transport from the cathode surface to its bulk. In addi-
tion, residual lithium compounds containing LiOH, LiHCO&, 
and Li!CO& can be formed on the surface of high-Ni cathode 
from its reaction with moisture and carbon dioxide in air.[*] 
These residual lithium compounds cause detrimental issues, 
namely gas evolution during battery operation and slurry gela-
tion during battery manufacturing.[#] While the current state-of-
the-art high-Ni layered oxide cathode materials are a potential 
long-term solution for EVs, these inherent challenges must be 
addressed for their practical implementation.

Substantial surface modification through coating and/
or doping became essential in overcoming the challenges 
throughout the history of cathode materials for commercial 
LIBs. In particular, the strategy of surface coating has been 
extensively applied to most of cathode materials, including 
LiCoO! to e"ectively suppress their side reaction with the 
electrolyte, leading to improved electrochemical perfor-
mance.[+] To realize commercially applicable high-Ni layered 
oxide cathodes for high-energy-density LIBs, there is an 
urgent demand from academia and industry for the design 
of appropriate coating materials capable of addressing both 
the issues of rock-salt phase and residual lithium formation 

The implementation of high-nickel layered oxide cathodes in lithium-ion bat-
teries is hampered by the inherent issues of formation of NiO-like rock-salt 
phase as well as residual lithium (e.g., LiOH, LiHCO$, and Li!CO$) on the 
surface. To overcome the challenges, here a rational strategy is presented of 
interdi%usion-based surface reconstruction via dry coating and the design 
principles for identifying the optimum coating ions on a LiNi#.&"Mn#.#$Co#.#'O! 
(NMC&") cathode. Notably, the combined approach of theoretical screening, 
which involves the consideration of superexchange interactions among dif-
ferent oxidation states and density functional theory calculations, along with 
experimental analyses, which involve the characterization of the decrease 
in Ni content and residual lithium on the surface of NMC&", demonstrate 
the e%ective reduction in rock-salt phase and residual lithium. Among the 
four ions investigated (Al, Co, Fe, and Ti), cobalt-coated NMC&" is the most 
e%ective at reducing the rock-salt phase and residual lithium by successfully 
reconstructing the surface of NMC&" and exhibits an excellent capacity reten-
tion of ()% in a full cell after $## cycles at $#*°C.
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". Introduction

The global automobile market is currently at the cusp of a 
paradigm shift from reliance on internal combustion engine 
vehicles (ICEVs) to electric vehicles (EVs). Consequently, the 
soaring demand for large-scale energy storage devices is antici-
pated to fuel the growth of the global energy storage market. 
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), thus far, maintain a dominant 
position in the global energy storage market through cutting-
edge innovation over various candidates.[%] With LIBs, how-
ever, many EV manufacturers have been struggling to achieve 
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on the surface of the material. This requires a comprehen-
sive understanding of the surface chemistry and a,nity 
of the coating ions in high-Ni oxides to design an e"ective 
strategy.

Interdi"usion-based beneficial surface reconstruction via 
coating on high-Ni cathode surface can e"ectively address both 
issues. For example, coating precursor reacts with the residual 
lithium on the surface of the high-Ni oxide material upon 
annealing to reduce the residual lithium remaining on the sur-
face. In addition, it was discovered that interdi"usion of transi-
tion-metal (TM) cations occur between the coating precursors 
(which becomes an oxide upon annealing) and the high-Ni lay-
ered oxide, lowering the concentration of Ni at the surface.[%$] 
Such a surface modification suggests that applying a coating 
precursor of an appropriate metal can serve to not only reduce 
the residual lithium compounds but also decrease the Ni con-
centration at the surface via the interdi"usion phenomenon, 
reducing the rock-salt phase formation. Also, as the coating 
precursors must be compatible with high-Ni layered oxides 
during the dry coating process, metal hydroxides or oxides 
would be the appropriate candidates. Based on this, it would be 
immensely valuable to investigate the e,cacy of various metal 
hydroxides or oxides for the dry coating method on addressing 
both the issues of rock-salt phase and residual lithium forma-
tion on the surface of high-Ni oxides and identify the optimum 
coating ion.

Herein, for the first time, we provide new insights into 
the rational strategy of interdi"usion-based favorable surface 
reconstruction via dry coating to mitigate both the issues of 
rock-salt phase formation and residual lithium contents on 
the surface of NMC+% and the optimum coating ion for this 
strategy. Among the various metals, Al and Co were screened 
as the optimum candidates for experimental investigation 
based on theoretical considerations, including the superex-
change stability of the coating ions supported by density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations. In addition to Al and Co, Ti 
and Fe, which were determined unfavorable, were also investi-
gated to verify the rationality of the screening process. Empiri-
cally, the e"ect of applying the metal hydroxides or oxides 
of Al, Ti, Fe, and Co as the coating material was thoroughly 
explored with state-of-the-art surface and bulk characterization 
techniques, such as high-resolution scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (HR-STEM) and time-of-flight secondary-
ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) analyses, which o"er 
critical information regarding the surface properties of the 
uncoated and coated NMC+% materials. Both Al- and Co-coated 
NMC+% demonstrate significantly reduced rock-salt phase and 
residual lithium content, but the cobalt-coated NMC+% exhibit 
superior cycling performance and thus was determined as the 
optimum coating ion. Ti and Fe, on the other hand, were not 
as e"ective as Al or Co in reducing the rock-salt phase or the 
residual lithium content and lead to worse electrochemical 
performance compared to the uncoated NMC+%. Contrasting 
results of Al and Co coating compared to Ti and Fe coating ver-
ified the rationality of the screening process. Finally, we expect 
our design principles presented herein to provide a step for-
ward to mitigating the inherent challenges of high-Ni layered 
oxides and lead to the development of commercial high-Ni lay-
ered oxide cathode materials.

!. Results and Discussion

!.". Devising an E%ective Surface Modification Strategy: 
Interdi%usion-Based Surface Reconstruction via Dry 
Coating Process

As mentioned above, both the residual lithium formation and 
layered-to-rock-salt phase transition on the surface of high-Ni 
layered oxides stem from a key feature, the instability of Ni&+, 
which is best demonstrated by LiNiO! (LNO). Despite the exten-
sive investigations on the synthesis of stoichiometric high-Ni 
layered oxide, such as LNO, under strong oxidation environ-
ment over several decades, the stoichiometric LNO phase is 
yet to be reported. Instead, the o"-stoichiometric Li%"xNi%+xO! 
forms as described below during the synthesis of LNO:['a,b,%%]

LiNiO 1/ 1 Li Ni O / 1 Li O /2 1 O2 1 1 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )! + + + + +" +x x x x xx x  (%)

The o"-stoichiometric Li%"xNi%+xO! is composed of two 
phases, the o"-stoichiometric layered phase (x- <- $.&#) in the 
bulk and the NiO-like rock-salt phase (x->-$.&#) on the surface.['a] 
Some of the Ni exists as Ni!+ and migrates to the lithium layer 
in Li%"xNi%+xO! due to the relative stability of Ni!+ over Ni&+ in 
the layered oxide structure and the migration is accompanied 
by the extraction of lithium and release of oxygen from the lat-
tice to maintain charge neutrality via Equation- (%).['a,b,%!] This 
reaction takes place at the surface of the Li%"xNi%+xO! where 
oxygen can be easily released and results in the formation of 
lithium oxide (Li!O). In addition, residual lithium forms on 
the surface of LNO due to Ni&+ instability under the presence 
of moisture and carbon dioxide in air.[%&] The formation mecha-
nism of residual lithium on the LNO surface is described below 
in Equations-(!) and (&):

( )+ ! +" "LiNiO /2 H O Li NiO LiOH2 2 1 2 ( /2)y yy y  (!)

LiNiO /2 CO Li NiO /2 Li CO /4 O2 2 1 2 2 3 2( ) ( ) ( )+ ! + +" "z z zz z  (&)

From the formation mechanisms of both the rock-salt phase 
and the residual lithium, it can be deduced that in essence, both 
are surface phenomena that involves reduction of Ni&+ to Ni!+ 
accompanied by the extraction of lithium and release of oxygen 
(i.e., increase in lithium deficiency and Ni!+ content). Addition-
ally, Li!O in Equation- (%) is spontaneously converted to LiOH 
and Li!CO& in air (#G- <- $) and adds to the residual lithium 
concentration. Thus, the key to mitigating the two issues would 
be to suppress the reduction of relatively unstable Ni&+ to the 
more stable Ni!+ at the surface. High-Ni NMC and NCA are 
known to su"er from the same issues as well, indicating that 
those issues are aggravated as the Ni content increases in the 
layered oxide.[)e] Hence, we aimed to devise a surface modifica-
tion strategy that can address both the issues of rock-salt phase 
and residual lithium formation by suppressing the formation of 
Ni!+ at the surface of high-Ni layered oxides.
Figure- !a illustrates our intended strategy behind simul-

taneous reduction of the rock-salt phase formation and the 
residual lithium content at the surface of a high-Ni layered 
oxide. Unfortunately, this cannot be achieved through conven-
tional methods. As illustrated in Figure- %b, with a typical dry 
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coating process, the coating material reacts with the residual 
lithium species to form a new layer at the surface of a high-Ni 
layered oxide, in e"ect reducing the residual lithium concen-
tration. However, this does not e"ectively suppress the issue of 
rock-salt phase formation at the surface of the high-Ni layered 
oxide. Elemental doping, on the other hand, is able to suppress 
the layered-to-rock-salt phase transition, but the doping e"ect 
on the surface is relatively minor due to the dopant being 
homogeneously di"used throughout the bulk of the high-Ni 
layered oxide material.[%!,%'] Hence, a new strategy that can har-
ness the benefits of both the conventional coating and doping 
processes was sought to mitigate the rock-salt phase and 
residual lithium formation issues at the same time. As men-
tioned previously, the surface ($&$-nm) was reconstructed via 
interdi"usion between the coating material and Ni from the 
high-Ni layered oxide, e"ectively lowering the Ni concentration 
at the surface and reducing the amount of residual lithium 
(Figure- %b). This beneficial surface reconstruction, however, 
also suggests that the rock-salt phase could also be reduced 
owing to the decreased Ni concentration at the high-Ni layered 
oxide surface. Therefore, this study indicated that fostering 
interdi"usion to reconstruct the surface could serve as a key 
solution for simultaneously lowering the rock-salt phase and 
residual lithium, and hence we adopted this surface modifica-
tion strategy.

!.!. Screening of Suitable Ions for the Coating Precursor  
of the Interdi%usion-Based Surface Reconstruction via Dry 
Coating Process

Because of the reliance of the surface modification strategy on 
the interdi"usion process between the coating material and the 
high-Ni layered oxide, applying a coating material that can form 
a solid-solution with the high-Ni layered oxide is a prerequisite. 
In that regard, the obvious choice for the class of coating mate-
rials would be metal hydroxides or oxides. But not all metal 
hydroxides or oxides can form a solid solution with the high-
Ni layered oxide. Thus, our first step for screening the suitable 
metal ions for the coating material was to identify hydroxides 
or oxides of which metals can form a solid solution with the 
high-Ni layered oxide. Possible candidate ions are Na, Mg, Al, 
Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ga. Among these candidates, Na, Mg, 
Cr, Mn, and Ga were excluded. Larger ionic size of Na+ (%.$!-Å) 
and Mg!+ ($.*! Å) can occupy Li sites,[%(] and Cr&+ is unfavorable 
under highly oxidative environment.[%)] Also, low di"usivity 
(Mn'+)[%$c] and solubility (Ga&+)[%*] in LNO can limit the inter-
di"usion reaction. Therefore, we further investigated the suit-
ability of the four remaining candidates, Al, Ti, Fe, and Co.

Our second screening step was to explore which ion makes 
Ni migration to the Li layer in the high-Ni layered oxides 
unfavorable after the surface reconstruction. As mentioned 

Figure ". Schematic illustration of the intrinsic issues and characteristics of high-Ni layered oxides. a) Residual lithium species (LiOH and Li!CO&) on 
the surface of high Ni-layered oxides and the structural change achieved by our proposed surface reconstruction of high-Ni layered oxides, b) elemental 
distribution characteristics on the surface of high-Ni layered oxides: (i) untreated; (ii) typical coating; and (iii) interdi'usion, Li/Ni mixing in high-Ni 
layered oxides c) before and d) after interdi'usion, and e) superexchange interaction of Ni!+-O!"-M: (i) #%"° (M: Ni&+ and Fe&+) and (ii) ("° (M: Co&+) 
superexchange. Electron configuration: Ni!+ (t!g

)dz!
#dx!-y!

#), Ni&+ (t!g
)dz!

#dx!-y!
"), Fe&+ (t!g

&dz!
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earlier, the rock-salt phase that predominantly consists of Ni!+ 
can be formed, and causes a high degree of Li/Ni mixing at 
surface.['f,)b,%#] To minimize the degree of Li/Ni mixing in 
high-Ni layered oxides, the theory of superexchange interac-
tion (e.g., Ni!+"O!""Mn+) in the interdi"usion layer ($&$-nm) 
was considered.[%+] Superexchange denotes the magnetic 
interaction of two neighboring TM cations the share a non-
magnetic intermediate anion (e.g., Mn+-O!"-Mn+). As eluci-
dated in Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules, the sign and 
strength of this superexchange interaction is highly dependent 
on the cation-anion-cation bond angle.[!$] While a %#$° super-
exchange involves two magnetic cations with partially filled 
d orbitals forming a strong antiferromagnetic interaction, a 
+$° superexchange involves one or two non-magnetic cations 
forming a ferromagnetic interaction that is relatively weaker. 
In high-Ni layered oxides, the Ni!+ (Li layer) "O!""Ni&+ (TM 
layer) bond, which arises with Ni migration to the lithium layer 
(Li/Ni mixing,) forms a strong %#$° superexchange interac-
tion because both Ni!+ and Ni&+ have an unpaired electron in 
the &d orbitals. Ni&+ ions with one unpaired electron in the &d 
orbital could also be considered to be present in the Li layer 
due to superexchange interaction, but Ni!+ prefers to occupy Li 
layer as Ni!+ and Li+ ions have a smaller di"erence in size and 
charge compared to that between Ni&+ and Li+. In other words, 
these interactions would render Ni!+ its stability in the lithium 
layer. In contrast, a +$° superexchange interaction with a non-
magnetic cation would not provide that stability for Ni!+. Thus, 
the key design principle is to form a +$° superexchange interac-
tion by replacing Ni&+ in the TM layer with non-magnetic cat-
ions to e"ectively reduce the degree of Li/Ni mixing.

Figure- %c displays a supercell of a typical high-Ni layered 
oxide with Li/Ni mixing. A small amount of Ni!+ occupies the 
Li site in the Li layer (in red) due to the intrinsic characteris-
tics of the high-Ni layered oxide materials, resulting in forming 
a %#$° Ni!+"O!""Ni&+ coordinated structural unit. In a similar 
manner, a supercell of the high-Ni layered oxide after surface 
reconstruction via interdi"usion was modelled and the Ni!+ sta-
bility in the Li layer was evaluated by comparing the magnetic 
superexchange interaction stabilization for each of the candi-
date ions by substituting them at the purple position, as shown 
in Figure- %d. Considering the high concentration gradient of 
coating ions in the interdi"usion layer ($&$-nm) after coating 
on high-Ni layered oxides, the presence of rock-salt phase at 
the surface with four di"erent coating ions can clearly assess 
through the theory of superexchange interaction.

As Ni!+, Ni&+ and Co&+ exhibit a low spin (LS) state, while 
the Fe&+ is in a high spin (HS) state in layered structure, their 
&d electronic configurations are, respectively, t!g

)dz!
%dx!-y!

%, 
t!g

)dz!
%dx!-y!

$, t!g
), and t!g

&dz!
%dx!-y!

% (Figure S%, Supporting 
Information). As can be seen, Ni!+, Ni&+ and Fe&+ all have at 
least one unpaired electron in the &d orbital while Co&+ does 
not. Hence, both Ni&+ and Fe&+ form a strong %#$° superex-
change interaction with Ni!+ whereas Co&+ forms a +$° super-
exchange interaction with Ni!+ (Figure- %e). It indicates that 
Ni!+ would not be stable after Co doping, unlike Fe doping, 
resulting in the suppression of Li/Ni mixing in the high-Ni 
layered oxides. In addition, substitution of the other non-mag-
netic cations, Al&+, and Ti'+ into the TM layer in the high-Ni 
layered oxides are expected to restrict the %#$° superexchange 

interaction as they do not have any electrons in their &d shell.[%!] 
Therefore, Fe would not be suitable and was ruled out from the 
candidates of coating ions.

To better understand the e"ect of suppressing the Li/Ni 
mixing with four candidates by interdi"usion-based surface 
reconstruction, the Li/Ni exchange energy with four di"erent 
dopants in LiNiO! was investigated with DFT calculations. The 
model for the bulk LiNiO! structure contained &$ Li, &$ Ni, and 
)$ O atoms, as shown in Figure-"a,b. The doping was imple-
mented by replacing one Ni site by each of the four dopants in 
the supercell. We calculated the Li/Ni exchange energy for both 
one and two Ni atom(s) swapping with Li at the first and second 
nearest neighbor (%NN and !NN) sites, as shown in Figure S! 
(Supporting Information), with the following equations:

! = "mix afterLi/Nimixing beforeLi/NimixingE E E  (')

where Ebefore Li/Ni mixing and Eafter Li/Ni mixing are the total energy 
of the system before and after Li/Ni mixing. The smallest Li/
Ni exchange energies for the four candidate dopants in LNO 
are shown in Figure- !c. These computational results indicate 
that Li/Ni mixing of Al-, Ti-, and Co-doped LNO is unfavorable 
(#Emix- >- $), whereas Fe-doped LNO is favorable (#Emix- <- $). 
This means that Fe coating in high-Ni cathodes is expected 
to increase the degree of Li/Ni mixing as compared to the 
other candidates, which is further supported by the fact that 
Fe dopants are inappropriate for inhibiting unwanted sur-
face reconstruction, such as formation of rock-salt phase and 
residual lithium, in high-Ni cathodes.

Finally, we considered the oxidation state of the coating ions 
in the high-Ni layered oxides. In a stoichiometric Li(TM)O! 
layered structure, the average oxidation state of the TM is &+. 
When the oxidation state of a dopant is greater than or equal to 
'+, Ni&+ can be reduced to Ni!+ to maintain charge neutrality.[!%] 

Figure !. Model of a) top and b) side view and c) the lowest Li-Ni 
exchange energies of Li&"Ni!(M#O)" (M: Al, Ti, Fe, and Co).
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For Ti, which would be in the structure as Ti'+, its presence 
would promote the formation of unwanted Ni!+,[!!] although 
Ti'+ would form a +$° superexchange interaction. Generally, 
coating ions can be di"used within tens of nanometers. This 
implies that the local concentration of titanium in the Ti-coated 
cathode materials at the surface is much higher compared to 
that in the Ti-doped cathode materials, which can lead to a more 
severe Li/Ni mixing at the surface. Thus, Ti was also deemed 
unfavorable and ruled out from the candidates of coating ions. 
As a result, Al and Co were screened as the suitable metal ions 
for coating precursors to alleviate the issues of rock-salt phase 
formation and residual lithium.

!.$. Verification of the Screening Principles and Characterization 
of the E%ect of Interdi%usion-Based Surface Reconstruction via 
Dry Coating Process on NMC&"

Having screened the suitable metal ions for the coating pre-
cursors, the rationality of the screening principles was veri-
fied by synthesizing and characterizing the dry-coated NMC+%. 
Figure-#a,b displays the visualization of NiO" and LiCO&

" from 
the cross-sections of NMC+%. The ToF-SIMS mapping rep-
resents the fragment distribution of LiCO&

"—the marker for 
lithium carbonate—illustrating that residual lithium is present 
at the surface in NMC+%. In addition to the metal precursors 
of Al and Co, those of Ti and Fe were also applied as coating 
materials in order to determine whether our screening princi-
ples were and Ti and Fe as unsuitable coating ions. The NMC+% 
coated with Al, Ti, Fe, and Co precursors via the dry coating 

process and annealed in a pure oxygen stream are, respec-
tively, referred to as Al-NMC+%, Ti-NMC+%, Fe-NMC+%, and 
Co-NMC+%. Morphologies of all the samples are also shown in 
Figure S& (Supporting Information). The first characteristics 
analyzed was the residual lithium concentration, which was 
measured for the pristine NMC+% and the coated NMC+% via 
an acid-base titration, as shown in Figure-&c. The total residual 
lithium concentration was &)+(-ppm for the pristine NMC+%. 
For all of the coated NMC+% samples, their residual lithium 
concentration decreased compared to the pristine NMC+%. It 
is noteworthy that the residual lithium decreased in the order 
Ti-NMC+% (!'**- ppm) > Fe-NMC+% (!&%!- ppm) > Al-NMC+% 
(%#&%-ppm) > Co-NMC+% (%'(+-ppm), which is consistent with 
our theoretical screening results. For a comparison of the e"ect 
between coating and doping, the same amount of the cobalt 
precursor was added during the NMC+% synthesis step to 
dope Co into the bulk and the residual lithium concentration 
of the Co-doped NMC+% was !)!(- ppm. This clearly proves 
that the propitious surface reconstruction strategy can more 
e"ectively remove the residual lithium than bulk doping as 
the doping e"ect is concentrated at the surface (interdi"usion) 
rather than being homogenously distributed in the bulk.

Also, the degree of Li/Ni mixing follows a similar trend in 
improvement. Figure S' and Table S% (Supporting Informa-
tion), respectively, show the powder X-ray di"raction (XRD) 
and the refined patterns of the five samples and a summary 
of the Rietveld refinement results. The structures of all sam-
ples matched well to the hexagonal a-NaFeO! structure (R-!m) 
without any impurity phases. Ti-NMC+% ((.)&%) and Fe-NMC+% 
('.#%%) exhibit higher degrees of Li/Ni mixing compared to 
the pristine NMC+% ('.'$%). This indicates the increased Ni!+ 
content in NMC+% is due to, respectively, the maintenance of 
charge neutrality with Ti'+ introduction and the formation of a 
strong superexchange interaction between Ni!+ and Fe&+ (%#$° 
Ni!+"O!""Fe&+ superexchange configuration). In contrast, Li/
Ni mixing in both Al-NMC+% (&.#(%) and Co-NMC+% (&.'+%) 
significantly decreased as the formation of +$° superexchange 
interaction with Al&+ or Co&+ would be unfavorable for Ni!+. The 
results support that fostering Ni&+ stability in high-Ni layered 
oxides by dry coating of Al or Co hydroxide precursors can con-
siderably reduce the residual lithium.

While applying both Al and Co coating materials have signif-
icantly reduced the residual lithium concentration in NMC+% as 
predicted, Co-NMC+% actually exhibited lower residual lithium 
contents than Al-NMC+%. To gain an in-depth understanding 
of the di"erence in residual lithium contents between Al and 
Co, elemental compositions of the surface of Al- and Co-NMC 
were further investigated with a STEM equipped with energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Figure S( (Supporting Infor-
mation) presents the EDS elemental mapping of NMC+%, 
Al-NMC+%, and Co-NMC+%. The elemental mapping of cobalt 
in Co-NMC+% clearly shows the high concentration of Co on 
the plate-shaped nanostructures on the surface (Figures S&b 
and S(b, Supporting Information), demonstrating the recon-
structed surface. In contrast, such surface modification cannot 
be observed with Al-NMC+%, exhibiting little di"erence in the 
elemental distributions of Ni, Co, and Mn between the NMC+% 
and Al-NMC+% (Figures S&a, S&c, S(a and S(c, Supporting 
Information). In fact, in Al-NMC+%, Al is uniformly distributed 

Figure $. ToF-SIMS cross-sectional chemical mapping for a) NiO" and 
b)*LiCO&" secondary ion fragments from NMC(#; c) Residual lithium con-
centrations (ppm) of untreated NMC(# (bare), Al-NMC(# (Al), Ti-NMC(# 
(Ti), Fe-NMC(# (Fe), and Co-NMC(# (Co).
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throughout the particle as shown in Figure S(c (Supporting 
Information), which explains the decrease in the residual 
lithium concentration in Al-NMC+% but to a lesser extent 
compared to Co-NMC+%. To further verify the compositional 
changes of NMC+%, Al-NMC+%, and Co-NMC+%, TEM EDS line 
scans were acquired along the black arrows (from the surface 
to $*(-nm into the bulk), as shown in Figure-$ and Figure S) 
(Supporting Information). As expected, the Ni concentration in 
NMC+% is constant at +%% (Figure-'d). Al-NMC+% also shows a 
constant Ni concentration at $#$%, further confirming the bulk 
di"usion of Al. On the other hand, there is a Ni concentration 
gradient within the !$-nm of the surface layer in Co-NMC+% 
with only ((% Ni at the surface. These surface reconstruc-
tions result from interdi"usion between coating layer and bulk 
NMC+%.[%$c,!&] This lower Ni concentration in Co-NMC+% at 
the surface greatly contributes to suppress the leaching out of 
lithium, leading to a more e"ective reduction in the residual 
lithium than Al-NMC+%. These results also show that for the 
same annealing conditions after the dry coating of the metal 
precursors, the di"usion of Al&+ is more facile than Co&+ in the 
layered structure, resulting in its di"usion into the bulk rather 
than localization at the surface. This di"erence in the di"usion 
rates between Al&+ and Co&+ in NMC cathode materials is well 
consistent with a previous study.[!&b] This would a"ect both 
the surface and bulk properties of NMC+% and, therefore, it is 
desirable that the coating ions minimize the Ni concentration 
within !$-nm at the surface through the interdi"usion process.

In addition, high angle annular dark field scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images and 
electron energy loss (EEL) spectra of NMC+% and Co-NMC+% 

in Figure-% obviously revealed reduced rock-salt phase region 
due to interdi"usion-based surface reconstruction. The Li/Ni 
mixing in NMC+% is clearly observed compared to Co-NMC+% 
in the HAADF STEM images, as shown in Figure- (a,b. As 
crucial information on local structural environment, such as 
chemical bonding between ligands, spin states, and hybridiza-
tion of metal ions can be determined, the O K-edge EEL spectra 
of NMC+% (Figure-(e) and Co-NMC+% (Figure-(f) were collected 
from the surface to the bulk corresponding to Figure- (c,d. In 
layered oxides, the O-K pre-edge peak at $(!#-eV and O-K edge 
peak at $('$-eV, respectively, correspond to the transition of O 
%s electron to the O !p-TM &d and O !p-TM 'sp hybridization 
states. In other words, the lower intensity means the more the 
oxygen deficiency and the reduction of TMs (e.g., formation of a 
rock-salt phase).[!'] As shown in Figure-(e, for NMC+% the O-K 
pre-edge peak intensity is weak at the surface (red), meaning 
that the surface region is converted to the rock-salt phase, 
which is in good agreement with numerous studies.[)b,%#a,!(] 
With Co-NMC+%, the O-K pre-edge peak intensity of the EEL 
spectrum from the surface (red, Figure- (f) is similar to those 
of the EEL spectra obtained from the bulk. Moreover, energy 
loss di"erence between pre-edge and main edge (#E) in O-K 
edge at their highest intensities provides the information of Ni 
oxidation state.[!'d,e] The increasing or decreasing #E represents 
oxidation or reduction of TM ions bound to oxygen. As shown 
in Figure-(g, the #E of the O-K edge in NMC+% increases from 
surface to bulk (within $%$- nm), whereas Co-NMC+% shows 
little change. This means that Ni oxidation state on the surface 
is lower than that in the bulk NMC+%, and that of Co-NMC+% is 
almost similar from the surface to bulk. To further investigate 

Figure +. Quantitative elemental analyses on NMC(#, Al-NMC(#, and Co-NMC(# secondary particles from their surface to the bulk: HR-STEM cross-
sectional images of a) NMC(#, b) Al-NMC(#, and c) Co-NMC(#, and d) comparison of the EDS line profile of Ni distribution along their respective 
black arrows ($$+*nm) in (a–c).
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the change of Ni local environment, Ni-L!,& edges were 
obtained. Figure S# (Supporting Information) shows Ni-L!,& 
edges of NMC+% and Co-NMC+%. At the surface of bare NMC+%, 
a significant increase in L&/L! ratio of Ni means that the charge 
compensation of oxygen ions or the loss of oxygen is induced 
mostly by the reduction of Ni ions, whereas Co-NMC+% shows 
little change (Figure S#c, Supporting Information). This trend 
is consistent with the O k-edge EEL spectra. This confirms 
that the beneficial surface reconstruction by coating cobalt 
hydroxide reduces the Ni concentration at the surface which 
consequently results in the reduction of the rock-salt phase at 
the surface.

!.+. Electrochemical Performances

The electrochemical performance of the five cathode materials 
were evaluated with coin half cells paired with lithium metal 
anode at &$- °C and detailed electrochemical characteristics, as 
shown in Figure-& and Table S! (Supporting information). During 
the initial C/%$ formation cycle within &.$–'.&(- V (vs Li/Li+),  
NMC+%, Co-NMC+%, Al-NMC+%, Fe-NMC+%, and Ti-NMC+%  

delivered a discharge capacity of, respectively, !!), !!(, !%(, !!', 
and %+#-mA h g"% (Figure-)a). The relatively lower initial discharge 
capacities of Al-NMC+% and Ti-NMC+% are ascribed to larger 
polarization due to hindered the Li-ion transfer after coating alu-
minum and titanium oxide on NMC+%.[!!b,!&,!)] Figure- )b com-
pares the cycling performance of all the cathode materials at a rate 
of C/! within &.$–'.&-V (vs Li/Li+). After %$$ cycles, Al-NMC+% 
(#*%) and Co-NMC+% (#*%) show better capacity retention than 
NMC+% (#'%), whereas Ti-NMC+% (*#%) and Fe-NMC+% (#&%) 
fare worse. The results illustrate that Co-NMC+% demonstrate 
superior electrochemical performance over other electrode mate-
rials in terms of specific capacity and cycle performance. Coating 
layer can e"ectively mitigate unwanted side reaction with elec-
trolyte. The side reaction between residual Li and electrolyte can 
increases the formation of cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI) 
layer on the cathode surface during cycling, thus resulting in 
poor cycle performance.[*a,%$a,b] Simultaneously, layered to rock-
salt phase transition at the surface on high-Ni cathode mate-
rial particles due to electrode–electrolyte interaction can lead to 
decreasing the capacity retention.[!*]

To investigate correlation between the coating layer and 
phase transition after long-term cycling, ex situ XRD analysis 

Figure ). HAADF-STEM images of a,c) NMC(# and b,d) Co-NMC(#; EELS O-K edges from the surface to the bulk in e) NMC(# and f) Co-NMC(# 
(pre-edge: $+!$.+*eV and main edge: $+,"*eV), and g) evolutions in the #E of O-K edges of NMC(# and Co-NMC(# from surface to bulk (filled circle: 
NMC(# and unfilled circle: Co-NMC(#).
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was performed. The peak ratio of I($$&)/I(%$') in the ex situ XRD 
pattern indicates the degree of Li/Ni mixing and can be used 
to determine the layered-to-spinel or rock-salt phase transi-
tion in which ratios lower than %.! represent significant Li/Ni 
mixing.[!*] The cells of all the cathode materials after %$$ cycles 
were disassembled for ex situ XRD to compare the degree of lay-
ered-to-spinel or rock-salt phase transition from surface to bulk, 
as shown in Figure S+ (Supporting information). The intensity 
($$&) to (%$') peak ratio of Al- and Co-NMC+% are higher than 
%.!, whereas that of bare, Fe- and Ti-NMC+% are lower than %.!. 
This trend is consistent with cycle performance of all the sam-
ples. Thus, suppressing phase transition as well as reducing 
residual lithium in Al- and Co-NMC+% contributed to improve 
the cycle performances.

To gain further insight into its behavior in an actual cell, 
the cycle performances of untreated NMC+% and Co-NMC+% 
were evaluated in a coin full cell set-up at &$- °C. The areal 
capacity of the full cells was designed to be !.+-mA h cm"!. 
Notably, the NMC+% and Co-NMC+% in coin full cells exhibit a 
significant capacity retention of ()% and #(% after &$$ cycles 

(Figure-)c). Evolution of discharge voltage profiles upon cycling 
further reflects the polarization between NCM+% (Figure- )d) 
and Co-NMC+% (Figure- )e). The remarkable long-term and 
high temperature cycling performance of Co-NMC+% is attrib-
uted to the lowering of Ni concentration at the surface by the 
Co coating that e"ectively reconstructed the cathode surface to 
reduce the rock-salt phase and residual lithium species.

$. Conclusion
Herein, we presented a rational strategy of interdi"usion-
based advantageous surface reconstruction via dry coating and 
annealing of a metal-ion precursor to simultaneously address 
both the issues of rock-salt phase and residual lithium forma-
tion on the surface of NMC+% that arise due to the reduction 
of Ni!+ caused by the relative instability of Ni&+ at the surface. 
Thus, decreasing the Ni!+ contents at the surface of NMC+% 
by the coating materials is the key to mitigating the inherent 
issues. Among the various metal ions, Al and Co were screened 

Figure '. Electrochemical performance of NMC(#, Co-NMC(#, Al-NMC(#, Fe-NMC(#, and Ti-NMC(# in coin half-cells at &" °C: a) voltage profiles 
of the formation cycles and b) cycle performance at a rate of C/! within &."–,.&*V versus Li, and c) coin full cell cycling performance of NMC(# and 
Co-NMC(# at &"*°C cycling at a rate of C/! within !.$–,.!+*V. Evolution of discharge voltage profiles of d) NMC(# and e) Co-NMC(# at the #st, #""th, 
!""th, and &""th cycles.
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as suitable ions for the coating precursor by considering rel-
evant theoretical aspects. As can be explained by the theory of 
superexchange interaction and DFT calculations, Ni&+ reduc-
tion to Ni!+ would be unfavored with the non-magnetic Al&+ 
or Co&+ ions in the layered structure of NMC+% as that would 
result in weak +$° superexchange interactions. Also, employing 
ions with an oxidation state of <-'+ is critical to reduce the Ni!+ 
contents. To verify the e"ectiveness of the strategy and the 
rationality of the screening process, Al, Ti, Fe, and Co coating 
on NMC+% was experimentally investigated. Although Ti and 
Fe coating did reduce the residual lithium content in NMC+%, 
the coating aggravated Ni&+ reduction to Ni!+ as had been antici-
pated at the screening stage. While Al and Co reduced both the 
residual lithium and Ni&+ reduction to Ni!+, it was discovered 
through STEM EELS and EDS study that Co was more e"ec-
tive as its coating led to a lower Ni concentration via surface 
reconstruction, resulting in a reduction in rock-salt phase and 
residual lithium. The analyzed characteristics translated to 
the electrochemical performance, with the Co-coated NMC+% 
showing the best cycling stability. From a combination of theo-
retical and experimental studies, Co was successfully identified 
as the optimum coating ion for the interdi"usion-based sur-
face reconstruction strategy. We expect this study on reducing 
rock-salt phase and residual lithium formation at the surface 
of high-Ni layered oxides to open a new avenue for developing 
high energy density batteries for EV applications.

+. Experimental Section
Materials Synthesis: Spherical Ni".(#Mn"."&Co".")(OH)! precursors were 

obtained by a hydroxide co-precipitation method with a continuously 
stirred tank reactor (CSTR). Stoichiometric amounts of NiSO,·)H!O, 
MnSO,·H!O, and CoSO,·$H!O were dissolved in deionized water 
and stirred to achieve a homogeneous solution. Then, ammonium 
hydroxide (NH,OH) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solutions, which 
respectively act as chelation and precipitation agent were added to form 
co-precipitated Ni".(#Co".")Mn"."&(OH)! with stirring. The precursor 
was thoroughly washed and filtered several times and dried overnight 
at #%"°C. As-prepared precursors were then thoroughly mixed with 
lithium hydroxide monohydrate (battery grade, Alfa Aesar) before 
heating under O! atmosphere at )$"* °C for #" h (heating and cooling 
rate: !*°C min"#). For Co-doped NMC(#, ".", - Co(OH)! was mixed with 
lithium hydroxide monohydrate the prepared coprecipitated hydroxide 
precursor. For achieving Al-NMC(#, Co-NMC(#, and Fe-NMC(# via dry 
coating, the obtained LiNi".(#Co".")Mn"."&O! was thoroughly mixed with, 
respectively, ".", molar equivalents of Al(OH)& ($).+%*min, Alfa Aesar), 
Co(OH)! (((.(%, Alfa Aesar), and FeOOH (((%, Alfa Aesar). In the 
case of Ti-NMC(#, "."! molar equivalent of nano-sized TiO! (((.+%, US 
nano) was mixed with LiNi".(#Co".")Mn"."&O!, considering formation of 
Li!TiO&. Then, the mixtures were annealed at $!"*°C for ) h in a pure O! 
stream.

Characterization: The total residual lithium concentration in each 
sample was measured via an acid-base titration with a potentiometric 
auto titrator (Mettler Toledo, Easy pH Titrator). For preparing the 
titration samples, !*g of the synthesized cathode material was dispersed 
in #""* mL of deionized water for #" min and then was filtered to 
obtain the filtrate. Afterward, %"* mL of the filtrate was titrated with 
".# - hydrochloric acid. The detailed calculation method for residual 
lithium concentration was discussed in the previous paper.[#&] To avoid 
contamination during storage, the titration was performed on all of 
the samples directly after synthesis. XRD patterns of the samples were 
acquired for structural analyses from #"° to %"° with a ".",° scan step 
(Rigaku Miniflex )""). Also, Rietveld refinement was performed on the 

acquired XRD patterns using Fullprof software. The morphology of the 
samples was observed with a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with 
FEI Quanta )+". Cross-sections of the cathode particles were obtained 
with focused ion beam (FIB, Scios !HiVac Dual beam FIB, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). Transmission electron microscopy was performed 
using a JEOL NEOARM equipped with a probe corrector for STEM and 
an EDS. An accelerating voltage of %"*kV was used to minimize damage. 
The energy loss di'erence between pre-edge and main edge (#E) was 
also obtained (Figure S$, Supporting Information). ToF-SIMS analysis 
was performed with a ToF.SIMS + spectrometer (ION-TOF GmbH) to 
understand the chemical composition variation with depth through high 
lateral resolution mapping. To avoid contamination of all samples, the 
samples were transferred from the glove box to the ToF-SIMS instrument 
using an in-house designed air-free setup. For high-resolution mapping, 
&"*keV Bi+ ion beam ($& pA of measured sample current) was applied 
for raster scanning over &+* % &+ µm! area. The measurements were 
performed at #""(*Torr base pressure. Cs+ ion beam sputtering rate has 
been previously established at $"."&*nm s"#.[!%]

Computation Method: GGA-level spin-polarized DFT calculations were 
performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package using a plane 
wave basis set with a cut-o' of ,+"* eV. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
functional was used to describe electron exchange and correlation.[!(] 
The DFT+U method was employed to treat localized Ni, Co, Ti, and 
Fe &d orbitals with e'ective U values of +.(, &.&, ,.", and ,."*eV, respe
ctively.[#(c,!(–&"] The Brillouin zone was sampled with a &*% )*% & k-point 
mesh following the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The convergence criteria 
for electronic and geometrical optimization were #""+*eV and #""!*eV Å"#, 
respectively. All the systems in this work were layered structure with the 
space group R-!m and expanded to &*% #*% # supercell (Figure*!a,b).

Electrochemical Tests: A typical cathode was prepared by first mixing 
the electrode material, carbon black (Super P), and poly(vinylidene 
fluoride) (PVdF) at mass ratio of (":+:+ (for half-cell) and (!:,:, (for full-
cell) in N-methyl-!-pyrrolidone (NMP, ((%, Sigma-Aldrich) solvent to 
obtain a slurry. The slurry was then casted onto an Al current collector 
before drying in a vacuum oven. The anode was prepared by mixing 
graphite, carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene rubber 
with a mass ratio of ($.+:#:#.+. For coin half cells, the mass loading of 
cathodes was $+* mg cm"!. For coin full -cells, cathodes and anodes 
satisfying an N/P ratio range of #."+–#.#" (based on the practical graphite 
capacity of around !.(*mA h cm"!) were paired. All the electrodes were 
dried at #!"* °C in a vacuum oven overnight. The electrolyte was # - 
LiPF) in ethylene carbonate (EC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) (weight 
ratio = &:$) with !*wt% vinylene carbonate (VC) additive. All the cells were 
cycled with a constant current–constant voltage charging mode (cut-o' 
when the current equivalent to C/!" is reached). For the formation cycle 
of half-cells, all the cathodes were cycled between & and ,.&+*V (vs Li/Li+) 
at C/#" rate for & cycles, followed by #"" cycles at C/! rate between & and 
,.&*V (vs Li/Li+) at &"*°C. The full-cell cycling performance was evaluated 
between !.$ and ,.!+*V at a current rate of C/!" for & cycles at &"*°C, 
followed by a C/! rate cycling for &"" cycles (#C = #%"*mA g"#) at &"*°C.
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